Galilean Nights Event ID: gn763

Number of telescopes: 0
Number of organisers: 4
Number of attendees: 516

Event photos: We created photo galleries for the events we held during Galilean Nights in our website:

Homepage: www.ceaal.org.br


Event Report:
This event was programmed to be hold in Arapiraca (city), but it was cancelled by the local city hall. So we choose another city, Santana do Ipanema. So please note that the 4 events we had registered for Arapiraca (gn761, gn762, gn763 and gn764) were actually held in SANTANA DO IPANEMA.

This event was Mobile Planetarium Shows. In this city, we held 13 sessions, attending 516 people.

During the Galilean Nights and Brazilian National Week of Science and Technology, we went in a caravan through 5 cities in the State of Alagoas, bringing Astronomy outreach activities, like this, to the community of those places.

For further information, please visit our website: www.ceaal.org.br